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“Now we see things imperfectly, like puzzling reflections in a mirror, but then we
will see everything with perfect clarity. All that I know now is partial and
incomplete, but then I will know everything completely, just as God now knows
me completely.”
-- First Corinthians 13:12 New Living Translation
1a
Always the sun…. always the sun…..
Always the sun is shining BRILLIANTLY !
Sometimes the clouds, even the earth, is
hiding the sun, yet the
sun’s there brilliantly!…. sun’s there brilliantly!….
though we don’t see its light.
1b
No matter what our view, facts do not change with our view.
No matter what we believe or feel,
we’re sometimes wrong -- deceived --for often we don’t see all parts -- see First Corinthians 13: 12.
Though hidden, the sun’s always there!
Always the sun is TRUE! Always the sun is TRUE!
2a
Sometimes the sun… sometimes the sun…..
Sometimes the sun seems hidden from us.
Sometimes the storms, always the night
hides from me the sun’s reality….. sun’s reality….
whether I believe or not.
2b
No matter what we feel, facts do not change with me -- or you -No matter what people say is true,
Truth does not change with views.
for often we don’t see all parts -- see First Corinthians 13: 12.
Though hidden, the sun’s always there!
Always the sun is TRUE! Always the sun is TRUE!
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3a
Sometimes God’s Son…. sometimes Jesus…..
often God’s Son seems hidden --- far from me.
Sometimes Life’s storms, heartache and nights
hides from me God’s Son’s reality….. Jesus reality…
whether I believe or not.
3b
No matter what we feel, facts do not change with me -- or you.
No matter what people say is true,
Truth does not change with views.
for often we don’t see all parts -- see First Corinthians 13:12.
Though hidden, the Son’s always there!
Always the JESUS is TRUE! Always Jesus is TRUE.
Always God's SON is TRUE!
.
Song Story. On Dec 1st, I awoke long before the alarm clock rang, with the first
lines of this song and the basic melody “in my head.” The first draft piano and final flute
and typed lyrics for verses 1 and 2 were recorded 27 minutes later. Perhaps it may
bore some people to repeatedly say things, but I myself think it's exciting that “Always
the Son” surprises me with creative music that I never would have dreamed of. (Oh,
wait ---- I DO dream of the music! So, correction -- God The Creator excites me with
creative music far beyond my natural skills and my quite average intellect.)
An important P.S: I completed the tracks preparation on Dec 5th for the next
night's recording session in hours of heartbreak and discouragement and feeling
unworthy of God's music gifting. SO many things were not working related to this music
ministry.... dial-up internet connections, a website file-load error that's been ongoing for
9 months, a mysterious studio recording program error that keeps recurring....
Yet with God's help, I continued despite the anguish. I am absolutely convinced
that the prayers of my many prayer partners support God's work despite all my faults
and technological glitches. Thanking God...Because even when God seems hidden...
He's here.

